We investigate the stable perturbation of the generalized Drazin inverses of closed linear operators in Banach spaces and obtain some new characterizations for the generalized Drazin inverses to have prescribed range and null space. As special cases of our results, we recover the perturbation theorems of
Introduction and Preliminaries
Let X be a Banach spaces. Let L X , C X , and B X denote the linear space of all linear operators, the homogeneous set of all densely defined closed linear operators and the Banach space of all bounded linear operators from X into itself, respectively. For any T ∈ L X , we denote by D T , N T , and R T the domain, the null space, and, respectively, the range of T . The identity operator will be denoted by I.
As an important extension of the conventional Drazin inverse, the generalized Drazin inverse in Banach algebra was introduced firstly by Koliha 1 . Later, this notion was extended to closed linear operators by Koliha and Tran 2 . Recall that an operator S ∈ B X is said to be the generalized Drazin inverse of T ∈ C X if R S ⊂ D T , R I − TS ⊂ D T and 
ST TS on D T , STS S, T I − TS
In this paper, we investigate the stable perturbation of the generalized Drazin inverses of closed linear operators in Banach spaces and obtain some new characterizations for the generalized Drazin inverses to have prescribed range and null space. As special cases of our results, we recover the perturbation theorems of Castro González and Koliha 3 , Castro González et al. 4 , Wei and Wang 6 , Rakočević and Wei 7 .
Main Results
First we will characterize the invertibility of I δTT d , which is inspired from 8 . 
where T T δT and˙ denotes the algebraic direct sum.
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Combining it with statement 1 , we obtain δTx 0 and so
Thus
2.4
Then
which means x TT d x and 
is a well-defined bounded linear operator. Easily, we can obtain R B R T d and N B N T d .
The following theorem points out that the generalized Drazin inverse with the prescribed range and null space must possess the expression 
Theorem 2.3. Let T ∈ C X have the generalized Drazin inverse T d ∈ B X , and let δT ∈ L X satisfy D T ⊂ D δT and T T δT ∈ C X . Then the following statements are equivalent:

T is generalized Drazin invertible with
Since the generalized Drazin inverse is unique, we get
2.16
Thus 
is the generalized Drazin inverse of T ;
In this case, T π T π and
2.19
Proof. 
2.20
Thus we obtain T I − BT x Tx − TBTx I − TB Tx ∈ D T and T I − TB 
2.21
Hence for all n ∈ N, B.
2.25
To the aim, we need show T I − TB is quasinilpotent. In fact, as in 1 ⇒ 2 , we can obtain 2.22 and so 
